Main results of this paper are the following: 1. A closed N-gon interscribed between two conics exists if and only if a specially constructed polygon with a smaller number of sides (n) is closed. To verify the closure of this n-gon, we need to find a periodic solution of a dynamical system of order n. The proof is based on the connection of Poncelet's curves and matrices that admit unitary bordering [4, 9, 10, 16] . Application of this criterion makes sense when n N, in particular when n ≈ log 2 N (see Table  4 where n = m 1 ). So for example we may say that a polygon with 2049 sides interscribed between two circles is closed if and only if some specially constructed 11-gon is closed. 2. A closed N-gon interscribed between two confocal ellipses (the billiard case) exists if and only if an N-gon interscribed between two special nested circles is closed.
Let C be the unit circle, and K -a conic. We say that C and K form a Poncelet pair of rank N if there exists a closed N-gon inscribed in C and circumscribed about K (i.e., closed polygon interscribed between C and K).
The general theorem suggests we try to find a closed n-gon interscribed between C and some special set of conics which form with C Poncelet's pairs of rank N > n. Following this suggestion, we reduce the necessary and sufficient condition of the closure of an N-sided polygon to the condition of the closure of a polygon with a smaller number of sides, n (where for the case of circles, log 2 N n N/2). Description of this n-gon is given in Section 2.1. To verify the closure of the n-gon, we need to find a periodic solution of a dynamical system of order n. Another interpretation of this n-gon is based on the group law on an elliptic curve (see Remark 2.1.19 and Tables 6 and 7) . The construction of our n-gon is based on the behavior of the foci of the chosen set of conics similarly to the vertices of polygons interscribed between C and the conics (see [11] [12] [13] [14] and Remark 1.3). The conics are considered either in the real plane or, equivalently, in complex plane C 1 . We consider here in detail the case of Poncelet's circles of an odd rank (Section 2.1). The case of an even rank (Section 2.2) and the case of concentric ellipses (Section 3) are reduced to the case of circles of an odd rank. Section 2.3 presents some way to make calculation numerically stable.
The construction of the n-gons is also possible for a general location of ellipses or hyperbolas (intersected with C or separated from C). However, these cases require equations that are less instructive and illustrative than the cases considered here (see Remark 2.1.3 and Appendix).
Let K 1 be a conic with foci g 1 , g 2 and minor semi-axis b 1 . The following equation is for the ends of a chord [z, w] of C when the chord is tangent to K 1 [11] :
We have for C and the conic K 1 the following proposition: Proposition 1.1. Let N + 1 numbers z 0 , z 1 , . . . , z N (not necessarily lying on C) be such that z = z j and w = z j+1 (j = 0, . . . , N − 1) satisfy (1) . C Proof. For z 0 ∈ C this is just a formulation of Poncelet's closure theorem. Since z j are analytic functions of z 0 , the statement is correct for any complex z 0 .
The main definition. Let P 1 be a closed N-gon interscribed between C and K 1 . Without loss of generality, we may assume that P 1 is convex. Consider its diagonals that leap over j − 1 vertices (j = 2, . . . , [N/2]). (Here [x] is the greatest integer not larger than x.) These diagonals form one or several closed polygons P j . There are also infinitely many such polygons and the envelope of the sides of these polygons is a conic K j . The set of such conics is called a package of Poncelet's conics of rank N. For odd N, say N = 2K + 1, there are K conics in a package. For even N, say N = 2K, there are K − 1 conics in a package along with a "degenerate" conic -the intersection point of the diagonals that leap over K − 1 vertices. These conics are nested: C ⊃ K 1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ K [N/2] . Consideration of the entire package is, in a sense, simpler than consideration of a single conic. Let C and K l form a Poncelet pair of rank N. The sequence of z j of Proposition 1.1 may be obtained by letting z 0 = 0 and z 1 = a focus of K l . The following statement is proved in [11] , and [12] explains why it is correct: Proposition 1.2. If C and K l form Poncelet's pair of rank N and z 0 = 0, then the sequence z 1 , . . . , z N−1 is the set of all foci of the smallest package containing K l . If this package has rank m < N, then each focus is repeated N/m times. We will stipulate this special case only when it is essential.
The numbers z 0 , . . . , z N were introduced in Proposition 1.1 noting that in the case z j ∈ C, these numbers are vertices of an interscribed polygon which satisfy the closure theorem. If z j / ∈ C, they are parameters that define vertices of such polygons in the complex plane C 2 (see [13] ).
Below we choose a convenient numeration of the foci of a package. The major axes of the conics of a package are parallel [11] . Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that the major axes of the conics of a package are horizontal. For the case of nested ellipses, let the numbers of ellipses be assigned according to the way they are nested: K 1 ⊃ K 2 ⊃ · · · K [N/2] . If f and g are the foci of the jth ellipse K j and f > g, then we call f a "right focus," assigning it the number j and we call g a "left focus," assigning it the number −j. Thus all foci are denoted f 1 
f N/2 for even N, and the sequence z 1 , . . . , z N−1 of Proposition 1.2 is a permutation of these foci. These permutations may be introduced by an [(N − 1)/2] × (N − 1) matrix: Theorem 1.4 (Invariance of focus numbers). If z 1 = f l , then the lth row of the matrix K (N−1) defines the numbers of the foci z t of Proposition 1.2:
where s ≡ tl (mod N), 1 s N. See [11] for the proof. The case tl ≡ N (mod N) (i.e., K
means that the lth conic belongs to the package of smaller rank than N.
The convenience of the integer matrix K (N−1) becomes apparent when we need to determine some features of the set of a package's foci (see Sections 2 and 3 below) . It allows us to work with the focus numbers (integers) instead of the focus values (real or complex numbers).
Example 1.6. Let N = 17. Then 
Here for example K (16) 7,4 = −6; this means that if z 1 is the right focus of the 7th conic, then z 4 is the left focus of the 6th conic. 
Rewrite (1) in the following form:
Without loss of generality (see [11, Section 3 .1]) we may assume that the origin is not among the foci of the package and that no two ellipses share a focus. Then the sequence z j (j = 0, . . . , N − 1) of Proposition 1.2 may be determined by the following recursive calculations (see [11, 12] ):
Step 1. z = z 0 = 0, z 1 :=w = g 1 ;
Step
In accordance with the closure theorem and Proposition 1.2, z N−1 = g 2 and z N = 0. Remark 1.9. Eq. (4) is a kind-of duplication formula. What is doubled the focus' number, not the focus' value. See Corollary 1.5. Now let us consider a package of circles.
Package of circles
Without loss of generality (see [11] ), we may consider the centers of all the circles in a package real.
Denote c j = c −j and r j the center and radius of the jth circle, respectively. For the chord [z, w] tangent to the jth circle, (1) yields
Notice that all the circles of a package belong to one pencil [1] , and an invariant of the pencil containing the unit circle and the jth circle is
I and c j have the same sign. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that the centers of all the circles in a package are positive.
Notations:
A circle with center c of an invariant I is denoted by K(c, I) (so its radius r = √ c 2 + 1 − 2Ic).
A package of circles of rank N and the invariant I is denoted Π(I, N).
Since a circle has just one center, rather than left and right foci, we may replace the negative integers of matrix K (N−1) by their absolute values. Consequently, we have instead of Examples 1.6-1.8, Example 2.1. Let N = 17. Then 
Below we need the following statement: Consider a package of circles Π(I, N). Let ξ min (I, N) denote the center of the circle closest to the origin. The circle K(ξ , I), where ξ = ξ min (I, N), is the largest circle in the package, i.e., circle #1 for our numeration of the package's circles (i.e., according to the way they are nested). Therefore the N-gon interscribed between C and K(ξ , I) is convex. The Jacobi proof of Poncelet's closure theorem may be interpreted as based on the fact that each side of such a polygon supports an arc [e iϕ 1 , e iϕ 2 ] of C of "measure" 1/N (see [5, 6] ):
where
is the degenerate Poncelet circle for the given I and N = 2 (the smallest N). Any chord of C passing through (x 0 , 0) breaks up the circle C in two parts of measure 1/2.
Proof. Indeed, (7) yields r 2 = 1 + c 2 − 2Ic and c x 0 since r 2 is not negative.
The following two simple statements establish the base for the main results of this paper (Theorems 2.1.13 and 2.1.17):
Consequently by the "measure equation" (8) , the closed convex polygon interscribed between C and K 2 should have more sides than the closed convex polygon interscribed between C and K 1 .
. .) and packages Π(I, M 1 ) and Π(I, M 2 ) of circles be nested in C. Then these circles are alternating in the following sense:
where w N j is the center of the jth circle of the package Π(I, N).
Proof. Recall the way of numeration of circles K j in a package that envelope polygons P j (see The main definition in Section 1). It follows from (8) that each side of P j supports an arc of C of measure j/N. On the other hand, for any 1 j < 2 m−1 , we have
(M 2 −1)/2 and the order of nested circles is as claimed in the proposition.
Odd number of polygon sides
Let us first deal with the numbers of centers as they are enumerated. Lemma 2.1.1. Consider the sequence L k ≡ 2 k j (mod N) for j (1 j (N − 1)/2), where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . and |L k | (N − 1)/2, and let l k = |L k |. All j's, 1 j (N − 1)/2, may be broken into a finite number of disjoint sequences j = l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l m = l 0 , where 1 l k (N − 1)/2 and l k+1 ≡ either 2l k or −2l k (mod N).
. This is impossible since N is odd and |L k | + |L k | N − 1. Hence all j's (1 j (N − 1)/2) may be broken into a finite number of disjoint sequences j = l 0 , l 1 , . . . , l m = l 0 , where 1 l k (N − 1)/2 and l k+1 ≡ either 2l k or −2l k (mod N). So we may call such a sequence a cycle of length m. Corollary 2.1.2. The partition into a disjoint union of cycles may be done also by the partition of the
The number m of Lemma 2.1.1 has the same sense as n in the Introduction. In the general case of conics, we may have bigger n if we look for cycles of a package's foci. However, we may find cycles for the centers of conics. The length of such cycles is still m, but the corresponding equations are less illuminating than for circles. See Appendix.
For a given N, denote by J N m the number of cycles of length m among 1 j
Notation:
μ(N) is the set of cycle lengths m i corresponding to N. m 1 (N):= max{m ∈ μ(N)}. Sometimes we omit N when its value is clear. 
Since z 2 is the center of either the 2jth circle or of the (N − 2j)th circle of the package (see (2)), we have z 2 = c l 1 , where l 1 is defined in Lemma 2.1.1. Substituting, in accordance with (7), r 2
Similarly, we can derive
where l 2 ≡ 2l 1 or ≡ −2l 1 (mod N), and so on. For m defined in Lemma 2.1.1, we have l m = j and c l m = c j . Based on (9), we may describe the centers c j = c l 0 , c l 1 , c l 2 , . . . , c l m = c l 0 as follows. Consider the function
This function is unimodal (one-humped) with zeros at the ends of the interval, f (0) = f (x 0 ) = 0. It attains the maximum for
This maximum f (x 0 ) = x 0 , i.e., the graph of f (x) is inscribed in the square x 0 × x 0 (see Fig. 1 ). It follows from (9) and (10) that
or c j satisfies the equation
where f (1) 
, and so on. Since the graph of f (x) is inscribed in the square x 0 × x 0 , for any x ∈ (0, x 0 ) and any positive integer m we have f (m) (x) ∈ (0, x 0 ). Figs. 1-3 show the solution of (12) for I = 71/64 and several m and N. The sense of (12) is that this equation provides us with a necessary condition to form a Poncelet pair: (12) .
Proof. The circle K belongs to some package of rank N. This circle has a number, say j, in the package. For N, find the cycle containing j. m is the length of this cycle.
It turns out that the condition of Theorem 2.1.10 is also sufficient to form a Poncelet pair. Let us first prove the following lemma: 
Proof. Let us prove the lemma by induction. For m = 1, the assertion is mentioned above (see [10, 11] ). (12) , then there exists an integer 3 N ≤ 2 m + 1 such that the circle
Proof. Let us count the number of roots of (12) . Consider the intersection points of the line y = x and the graph y = f (m) (x) for 0 < x < x 0 (see Figs. 4-6) . The line has two common points with each wave of the graph, except the first wave, where there is only one common point of the line and the graph (since we do not count the origin). In accordance with Lemma 2.1.11, there are 2 m−1 waves of the graph.
Hence, there are 2 m − 1 common points, i.e., (12) has 2 m − 1 roots. 
On the other hand, consider packages of invariant I of circles of rank M 1 and M 2 . Such packages exist by Proposition 2.4. The first package contains 2 m−1 − 1 circles, whereas the second contains 2 m−1 circles. In total there are 2 m − 1 circles, i.e., the number of these circles and the number of the roots of (12) coincide. Lemma 2.1.9 and Theorem 2.1.17 yield that all centers of these circles satisfy (12) . Thus, for any root c of (12) a circle centered at c of the invariant I belongs either to the package of rank M 1 or to the package of rank M 2 . We may say more due to Propositions 2.6 and 2.7. The smallest positive root of (12) (12) , then this circle belongs also to a package either of rank M 1 or M 2 . It is convenient for calculation to have a way to evaluate ξ min (I, M 2 ). For this evaluation, we need the inverse function f (−1) (x) of the function f (x). 
where R = √ 1 + C 2 − 2IC, and for the descending branch,
Proof. May be established by direct verification.
. . , f (m−1) (x) are on the ascending branch of the graph of f (x) and f (m) (x) is on the descending branch.) Then x is the smallest positive root of (12) . In accordance with Lemma 2. Tables 1-5 . Table 1 presents the intervals for the smallest positive root of (12) determined in accordance with Theorem 2.1.17, as well as the values of these roots. Table 2 presents the lengths of the cycles, 1 m 11, and the corresponding odd numbers of polygon sides (N's). Table 3 presents the centers z j of a cycle of length 11 for N = 2049 and I = 71/64. Table 4 presents various odd N's, Euler's function φ(N) and the corresponding lengths m j of cycles and the quantity J N j of these cycles. Note that N divides 2 2m 1 − 1 in accordance with Euler's generalization of Fermat's Little Theorem since m 1 either = φ(N)/2 or is a divisor of this number (see Lemma 2.1.8 and Corollary 2.1.15 above). Table 5 presents the maximum length m 1 of cycles and centers ξ min (I, N) for 33 N 65.
Remark 2.1.19. By substituting
Here y = y(z) is an elliptic curve with the addition rule and the zero point ∅ = (. . . , ∞). Using group law language, we may say that to determine the roots z j of (12) means to determine points p j = (x j , y j ) of finite order on this curve such that p j+1 = p j ⊕ p j , (z j+1 , y j+1 ) = p j ⊕ (z j , y j ) and either p m ⊕ p 1 = ∅ or p m p 1 = ∅. Tables 6 and 7 present the results of calculations of p j , z j , y j for N = 33 and m = 5. Using this language, we may reformulate Theorems 2.1.10 and 2.1.13. Let a circle K = K(ξ , I) and a positive integer N be given. Further, let
By the addition law, we may determine p 0 = (ξ , y 1 ) (0, 0). 4) and (5), as well as (10), are rational expressions. It means that if one conic in a package has rational parameters, then all conics of this package also have rational parameters. On the other hand, some of these parameters can be expressed through other parameters, using quadratic roots. This provides us with conditions which are necessary for Poncelet's polygons to close. These conditions are rather constrictive and may result in limitations of the rank of a package of rational conics. These limitations are known from a theorem of Malyshev [8] . However, Malyshev's theorem is based on a very beautiful, but complex theorem of Mazur. If Malyshev's theorem may be proved independently, applying approach presented here (and in [11] [12] [13] ), then perhaps Mazur's theorem could be easier to prove through Malyshev's theorem.
Even number of polygon sides
Consider the sequence L k ≡ 2 k j (mod 2 m+1 ), k = 1, 2, . . .. If j is odd then L m+1 ≡ 0 (mod 2 m+1 ) and L k is not ≡ 0 (mod 2 m+1 ) for all k m. If j is even then L t ≡ 0 (mod 2 m+1 ) for some t m. For the center c j of the jth circle of the package Π(I, 2 m+1 ) we have obviously f (t) (c j ) = 0 if and only if L t ≡ 0 (mod 2 m+1 ). Therefore we have the following lemma: 
The rest of the circles of Π(I, 2 m+1 ) belongs to the packages of smaller ranks.
Lemma 2.2.2. The roots x (m)
k of the equation f (m) (x) = x 0 (k = 1, 2, . . . , 2 m−1 ) can be determined by the following recurrent procedure:
Here, x (1)
1 ), and so on. Fig. 7 . Proof. Necessity. For m = 1, it is given that K 0 ∈ Π(I, 4), i.e., the quadrangle with vertices (±1, 0) and (x 0 , ± 1 − x 2 0 ) is interscribed between K 0 and C. Then it is easy to verify that f (c 0 ) = x 0 . Let m > 1. Consider the jth circle K 0 = K(c 0 , I) of the package Π(I, 2 m+1 ). It follows from (2) and (9) Proof. Applying the same procedure as in Theorem 2.2.3, we should stop after k steps. Then we have the claim of the theorem. Table 4 shows that for some N the "short" cycles are relatively long. They may be significantly shortened by a combination of (4) and (5) (for t = 3). For such cases, (5) suggests considering the function g(x):=x
How to shorten a cycle
. This function is also unimodal (like f (x)) with zeros on the ends of the interval. Its maximum is also equal to x 0 = I − √ I 2 − 1. Note that (fg)(x) = (gf )(x) since doubling and tripling are commutative. Indeed, in notations adopted in Section 2, let x be the center of the jth circle of a package of rank N 6. (For any fixed I > 1, there is infinite number of such x's in (0, x 0 ).) (fg)(x), as well as (gf )(x), is the center of the 6jth circle. Since x 1 < x 0 , not any collection of f and g is appropriate for 0 < x < x 0 . Further analysis of g(x) and combinations f (k) g (l) is out of scope of this paper. We show its application only with examples how to calculate ξ min (I = 71/64, N). The proper root of the equation g (k) f (l) (x) = x is determined applying Corollary 2.1.18. The verification of the rank N as well as the successive centers of the corresponding package are determined by (4, 5) . For N = 53 (m 1 = 26), we consider the cycle (1, 2, 6, 18, 54 ≡ 1) (mod 53) that corresponds to the equation g (3) f (x) = x. Its solution ξ min = 0.002814908650.
For N = 59 (m 1 = 29), we have the cycle (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 , 32 ≡ −27, −54 ≡ 5, 10, 20, 60 ≡ 1) (mod 59)) that corresponds to the equation gf (8) 
Its solution ξ min = 0.002272410322. For N = 343 (m 1 = 147), we have the cycle (1, 2, 4, 8, 24, 72, 216, 648 ≡ 305, 915 ≡ 229, 687 ≡ 1) (mod 343) that corresponds to the equation g (6) f (3) (x) = x. Its solution ξ min = 0.00006734598328.
For N = 61 (m 1 = 30), we have the sequence (1, 2, 4, 8, 16 , 32, 64 ≡ 3) (mod 61)). This sequence is not a cycle. Still to determine ξ min , this sequence corresponds to the equation f (6) (x) = g(x). Its solution ξ min = 0.002126073245.
For N = 199 (m 1 = 99), we have the sequence (1, 3, 9, 27, 81, 243 ≡ 44, 132, 396 ≡ −2) (mod 199)) that corresponds to the equation g (7) (x) = f (x). Its solution ξ min = 0.0002000558029. Future efforts may explore: that Schoenberg [15] proved that two ellipses of general location may be projectively mapped onto a circle and a concentric ellipse. The reduction presented here may be proved applying the Cayley criterion. Therefore this reduction may be known. However, the author did not find in the literature the formulas for any Poncelet's ellipses of rank N > 3 (for N = 3 and general location of an ellipse, the formula is given by Goldberg and Zwas [5] ). Here, the connection between any package of concentric ellipses and some special package of circles is established applying (4, 5) and (2) . Theorem 3.1. Let a package of odd rank N of circles K j have positive centers c j and radii r j (j = 1, . . . , (N − 1)/2). Then the ellipses E j with foci ± √ c j and the squares of the minor semi-axes b 2 j = (1 − c j + (−1) j r j )/2 also form a package of rank N. These ellipses are nested as follows:
Here, the subscript at E signifies, as usual, the number of the ellipse in the package of ellipses. The superscript at E signifies the number of the circle in the package of circles associated with the ellipses by this theorem.
Proof. Consider a circle K centered at positive c with radius r and an ellipse E(δ) with foci ± √ c and minor semi-axis b = √ (1 − c + δr)/2. Applying (4) and (5) to K, we have z 1 = c, z 2 = 4cr 2 /(1 − c 2 ) 2 , z t = (z t−1 − c) 2 /[z t−2 (1 − cz t−1 ) 2 ] (t 3). Applying (4) and (5) to E(δ) we have
. Hence for δ 2 = 1, Z 2 t = z t . In particular,
